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NCFE Level 1 Award in Occupational Studies for the
Workplace; (T/502/5142/UNIT).

This short course is designed for mature students (19+) who
have a passion and interest for British Wildlife and
Conservation who wish to learn more about this subject and
why it is an important part of the animal care industry. This
short course is an introduction into wildlife and conservation
which will enable learners to recognise a range of habitats and
energy links between plants and animals. It will involve
practical elements such as animal and plant surveys along with
learning the theory such as understanding the climate and how
this can affect the plant and animal life.  Learners will also be
looking at the food chain and how plants provide energy for
the animals feeding behaviours.

The course will examine wildlife conservation and terms
associated with this as well as investigating a range of
different habitat types and their characteristics.  It will
explore the influences on different sites such as population,
pollution which will discuss how humans can impact wildlife
and conservation efforts.  It will go into detail about the
producers, primary consumers, secondary consumer and
tertiary consumer and how the change in population effects
the consumers and what this might mean.

It is important to understand the process of decomposition
and how this works in relation to the “natural clean up” when
exploring conservation efforts. In order for the learner to
successfully complete this course it will involve some
independent learning to full fill the commitment of the course
and it will be assessed through the completion of a portfolio of
evidence and this will also include some practical aspect such
as habitat surveys.

On completion of this course you will have completed a level 1
in wildlife conservation which will lead will give you a basic
understanding of this animal care filed of study and a stepping
stone onto future courses.  

Scan the QR Code for full course description, assessment and progression
options from this course

Find out more and
apply online
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ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
19+

LOCATION & NEXT START DATE(S)

Bicton College - 6 June 2025

LEVEL DURATION
Level 1 40 hours

ATTENDANCE FEES
Part-time Tuition Fees: £150.00

Fees apply to adults and HE students only. Only the most common fees scenario is shown. Actual fees
may vary depending on your personal situation. Please contact us for further information.  Courses
listed on this website are indicative of the subject, nature and level of study. The College reserves the
right to alter specific qualifications titles, awarding bodies and levels of qualification, which can
change in year. Any cost may also vary, based on personal funding eligibility. The Cornwall College
Group reserves the right to withdraw any course listed at any time.

Explore Our Courses & Apprenticeships
Join us for a campus tour, meet our dedicated team, and get
all your questions answered. Scan the QR code to register for
our next Open Event or Taster Day.
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apply online


